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SUMMARY:

A new Mo bar rolling process, step-by-step rolling, is introduced in this paper.
Compared with the rolling processes before, such as the rejection forging and
the pass rolling, a new process can acquire the bars with better
microstructure and mechanical performance, like homogeneous
microstructure, thin and long grains, obviously promoted plasticity, which can
overcome the difficulties in the following mechanical working.
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1. Introduction

Mo bar is widely used in many fields, such as glass melting furnace, rare
metal electrolysis, electrical parts, electrical light source and so on, because
of its good heat conducting property, good electricity conducting property and
heat resistance property. The normal process of the Mo bar is: powder
compacting, sintering, then forging or rolling. This process has been used for
tens of years in Northwest Institute for Nonferrous Metal Research. The
existing problems of products produced by this process are low plasticity, high
brittleness and bad mechanical working performance, such as broking bits
from screw, trip, bad degree of finish, big burr and so on. It is due to the
inhomogeneous microstructure of the Mo bar and the coarse grains from
improper mechanical working process. So, it is necessary to develop and
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research a new working process . This paper introduces a new process of
producing Mo bar, which is very useful to remove the mentioned defects of
Mo bar.

1. Process and Working Principle

In order to solve the pressing working problems of the hard deformed
metal bar, suck as W, Mo, Ti and Zr bar, a CIHM175 step-by-step rolling
machine was imported. The figure below is its working principle scheme.

Fig1. The working principle scheme

The rollers have four fan-shaped sectors, which are evenly distributed in
the circle shaped supporting stand, the angle between two sectors is 90
degree. Each roller has one of fourth curved surface, and four rollers
constitute a full curved surface. Activated by motor, the connecting rods pull
the supporting gate to move to and from, so the rollers open and close
periodically when they move with the supporting stand. When the rollers open,
the bar feeding device feeds the bar one time, and when the rollers close, the
bar is rolled one time. And then, the bar turning device turns the bar once, the
bar feeding device feeds the bar again. This case goes round and round, and
the bar is step-by-step rolled. This type deforming process has greater
advantage than die forging and pass rolling. The first advantage is four
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direction pressing without tension stress for the bar material, so the rolling mill
is very suitable for the brittle and hard deforming materials. The second is the
big reduction per pass to get the same deformation for surface zone and core
zone, so the microstructure is homogeneous, the grains are thin and long,
and the various mechanical performances can be improved.

2. Research Process

The experimental material is sintered Mo bars of ® 50x 500mm. The Mo
bars are rejection forged, pass rolled and step-by-step rolled, respectively.
The heating temperature and heating time are as same as the normal
producing process. The product size is^50XL. The bars were heated 5
times for the rejection forging process, 2 times for the pass rolling process,
only 1 time for the step-by-step rolling process, the working rate after each
heating is 20-30%, 45-55% and above 75% for the three processes,
respectively.

To detect if there are macro defects, such as surface reeding, surface
separating and cracks, three kinds of samples were first made for a macro
inspection. Then density measurement, microstructure inspection, grain size
measurement and mechanical test were performed, so we can determine the
reasonability and advantage of the step-by-step rolling process.

In order to show the influence of the large working rate deformation on
the microstructure homogenization, as comparison, the small working rate
step-by-step rolling experiment is done, i.e., fromO50X500 to O45XL,
working rate is 19%. The microstructure of Mo bar was observed in the
condition of deforming surface zone and without deforming for core zone to
show the performance difference between surface zone and core zone after
the tension test, and to deliver the theoretical proof of improvement of the
material mechanical performance by the step-by-step rolling process.

3. Experiment Results and Discussion

Mo bars were made by the pass rolling, rejection forging and
step-by-step rolling. The density measurement, microstructure analysis and
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mechanical performance test were made. The results are as below:
The microstructure is showed in figure 2-5. There is small difference

between core zone and surface zone for forced Mo bar. They all have coarse
deforming microstructure, the axis ratio is about 1.5-2. The grains in surface
zone are thinner than those in core zone; The difference between core zone
and surface zone for pass rolled Mo bar is great. The surface zone has
coarse deforming microstructure; and core zone has thin and small deforming
microstructure; The axis ratio is about 2-3; The microstructure in the surface
zone and core zone for step-by-step rolled Mo bar is completely same, they
are both thin and small working microstructure, the axis ratio is about 4-5.

The microstructure for the step-by-step rolled Mo bar by small
deformation is similar to that of original sintered Mo bar. The results of density
measurement and mechanical performance are shown in table 1. There is no
difference among the samples made by the three kinds of working ways
respectively, and they all reach the theoretical density. So, the three working
ways all can compact the sintered Mo bar effectively. The difference of
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Fig 2. Step-by-step rolled Mo bar microstructure(200x)
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a-Cross section of core zone b-Vertical section of core zone

c-Cross section of surface zone d-Vertical section of surface zone

Fig 3. Forged Mo bar microstructure{200x)
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Fig 4. Pass rolled Mo bar microstructure(200x)
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a-Cross section of core zone b-Vertica! section of core zone

o-Cross section of surface zone d-Vertical section of surface zone

Fig 5. Small deformed step-by-step rolled Mo bar microstructure (200x)

Tablei The mechanical performance comparison of samples made by different

working ways

Sample status

Step-by-
step

rolled
samples

Largely deformed
samples

Small deformed
samples

Forged samples

Pass rolled samples

745

474

698

592

Tension
0 0.2

6.83

—

663

583

test
5 (%)

16.0

—-

2.0

3.0

density

10.2

10.2

10.2

mechanical performance is very obvious, especially the specific elongation,
which stands for material plasticity. The specific elongation of largely
deformed step-by-step rolled Mo bar is 5-8 times higher than that of the other
two kinds of bars. So the advantages of step-by-step rolling process is
obvious.
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The following is the theoretical analysis of the results of three kinds
working process:

The first is the forged Mo bar. It's microstructure is decided by the
following process: forged from $50 to O25, normally heated for 5 times,
and decreased 5mm in diameter every pass. Because the pass working rate
is low, the grain deformation centralized in the surface zone. There is almost
no deformation in core zone. Every time the bar is heated, the temperature is
above the recrystallization temperature, so the stretched grains caused by
deformation are recrystallized to equi-axed grains. The final microstructure is
the final pass created working deforming microstructure, and it is coarse and
short, nearly equi-axed. The difference between core zone and surface zone
is small because the final reduction larger than those before, and the
deformation can penetrate to the core zone. The coarse and short
microstructure makes Mo bar has low intensity and bad plasticity.

The second is the pass rolled Mo bar, rolled from O50 to <t>25, normally
2 passes are needed. In the first heating, the 30X30 rectangle bar is made.
In the second heating, the circle bar is made. 3-4 passes are needed in each
time of heating. The reduction per pass is small, the deformation centralized
in surface zone, and there is almost no deformation in core zone, so in
surface zone is thin and small, and the grains in core zone are coarse. As the
forging process, during the second heating, the recrystallization happens, and
the microstructure changes into equi-axed grains. The final microstructure is
stretched grains. Because the reduction is larger than forging process, the
grains are a little bit thinner, longer than that of forged Mo bar. The specific
elongation is better than that of forged Mo bar.

The last is step-by-step rolling process: rolled from O50 toO25, only
one heating and pass is needed. The deforming rate reaches 75%, and the
lengthening coefficient is 4. The high deforming rate lets the deformation
penetrating to the core zone, so the microstructure in the core zone and
surface zone is same. No second heating, so no recrystallization, the working
microstructure is reserved, and finally the thin and long deforming
microstructure is acquired. Due to this kind of microstructure, the Mo bar has
high intensity and good specific elongation. The problems existed in following
mechanical working processes is solved from the beginning.
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The microstructure of Mo bar at a low deforming rate is still the equi-axed
grain. No stretched grain of working state is formed, so the mechanical
performance is bad and the specific elongation can not be measured. From
the opposite side, we proved that high working rate is the effective way to
promote the mechanical performance of Mo bar.

4. Conclusion

The conclusions below are drawn from the comparison of the
step-by-step rolling process, forging process and pass rolling process:

(1) The microstructure of forged and pass rolled Mo bar is coarse grains
and inhomogeneous, so the mechanical performance is bad.

(2) Because the high deforming rate and four direction pressing, the
deformation of the surface zone and core zone of the step-by-step
rolled Mo bar is uniform, and thin and long grains of working state
are acquired. The mechanical performance, especially the specific
elongation is promoted largely, so the problems exist in the following
working can be solved.

(3) High deforming rate is the effective way to improve microstructure
and to promote mechanical performance for the step-by-step rolling
process.


